Abstract-Image segmentation is one of the key techniques in the field of image understanding and computer vision. To determine the optimal threshold in image segmentation, an effective image threshold segmentation method based on fuzzy logic is presented. A new kind of fuzzy entropy is defined, that is not only related to the membership, but also related to probability distribution. According to the maximum entropy criterion, the improved particle swarm optimization algorithm based on chaos bee colony is used to determine the optimal parameters of membership function to automatically determine the optimal threshold segmentation. The experiment results show that proposed algorithm based on fuzzy entropy and chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization has good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the study of image, people are often interested in certain parts of the image or interested in certain areas. These sections are often referred to as the targets or prospects (the other part is called background), and they typically corresponds to unique properties of a piece of image [1] . To identify and analyze goal, we need to separate it from the image, and based on this, it is possible to make good use of the target. Image segmentation is a process, which divides the image into various areas and extracts interested target. Characteristic can be gray scale, color and texture of pixel and a predefined target can correspond to a single region, and can also correspond to multiple regions. Image segmentation [2, 3] is a key step in the field of image processing, which occupies a very important position in image engineering. It is a key step from image processing to image analysis, and is the basis for the further image understanding. On the one hand, it is the foundation of target expression, and has important influence on feature measurement. On the other hand, image segmentation and target expression based on segmentation, feature extraction and the parameter measurement convert the original image into a more compact form, making it possible for higher level of image analysis and understanding.
Until now, there is not a common image segmentation algorithm, which can make various types of image achieve the optimal segmentation quality. The proposed all sorts of image segmentation methods are only for certain types of images, and they will only make certain type of image has a good segmentation result. But as the key role of the image segmentation in image engineering, it also has been widely used in practice. An adaptive fuzzy C-means algorithm for image segmentation was proposed by D. L. Pham [4] . Kernel-based fuzzy clustering incorporating spatial constraints for image segmentation was proposed by D. zhang [5] . A fuzzy clustering based segmentation system was proposed by F. Masulli [6] . A novel fuzzy clustering algorithm with non local adaptive spatial constraint for image segmentation was proposed by F. Zhao [7] . A robust image segmentation using FCM with spatial constraints based on new kernel-induced distance measure was proposed by S. chen [8] . A modified fuzzy C-means algorithm for bias field estimation and segmentation of MRI data was proposed by M. Ahmed [9] . A level set method for image segmentation in the presence of intensity inhomogeneities with application to MRI was proposed by C. Li [10] . Color image segmentation using histogram thresholding fuzzy C-means hybrid approach was proposed by S. Tanand [11] . An entropy based objective evaluation method for image segmentation was proposed by H. Zhang [12] . An improved level set method for brain MR images segmentation and bias correction was proposed by Y. Chen [13] . Cardiac motion recovery and boundary conditions estimation by coupling an electron mechanical model and cine-MRI data was proposed [14] . A multiplekernel fuzzy C-means algorithm for image segmentation was proposed by L. Chen [15] . Active contours driven by local and global intensity fitting energy with application to brain MR image segmentation was proposed by L. Chen [16] .
In the medical field [17] , various medical imaging modes, such as X-ray, MRI, RT and PET provide rich body medical images. The medical image describes the structure of human body. The information provides favorable conditions for the doctor to make an accurate diagnosis and reasonable treatment scheme, and the useful information can be extracted by the image segmentation technology. A variational approach to scene reconstruction and image segmentation from motion blur cues was proposed by P.Favaro [18] . LOGISMOSlayered optimal graph image segmentation of multiple objects and surfaces was proposed by Y. Yin [19] . Interactive Image Segmentation by Maximal Similarity based Region Merging was proposed by L. Zhang [20] . In the industrial field, range image is widely used in automatic monitoring, and automatic navigation. Using image segmentation technology can extract useful element for image understanding in the future. In the military field, automatic target recognition technology can effectively track the other side of the military targets, and the target recognition is essentially image segmentation. In the process of document image recognition, you first need to separate the different objects such as text, images, and you also need to use image segmentation techniques. The purpose of image segmentation is usually for the next step of image analysis and recognition, compression, or landscape restoration, etc. If segmentation error spreads to highlevel processing phase, it can affect the accuracy of the segmentation result and the validity of the subsequent steps, so the image segmentation is of great significance.
Image threshold segmentation is one of the most commonly used image segmentation methods, which is particularly suitable for the situation that target and the background occupy different grayscale ranges [21, 22] . It not only can greatly compress the data volume, but also greatly simplify analysis and processing steps. Therefore, in many cases, it is necessary image pretreatment process before image analysis and pattern recognition. To determine the optimal threshold in image segmentation, an effective image threshold segmentation method is presented. A new fuzzy entropy is defined, that is not only related to the membership but also related to probability distribution. It can respond to the variety of image input information. In addition, by introducing a novel particle swarm optimization algorithm, the optimal threshold can be gotten to find the optimization parameters of the membership, so that one image can be segmented using the threshold. Using our novel algorithm to segment images, we can get a better result than that of most threshold segmentation algorithms.
In the next section, we give a new definition of fuzzy entropy. In Section 3 we propose the optimal segmentation threshold determination based on improved chaos bee colony. In Section 4, we test the performance of different segmentation algorithms. And in section 5, we conclude the paper and give some remarks.
II. DEFINITION OF NEW FUZZY ENTROPY
When the image is transformed from space domain to fuzzy domain, a important question is how much image information can be retained. According to information theory, information entropy of image is defined as follows. 
HA is the biggest. In the image processing, a image can be taken as information A , and its histogram represents distribution of () i Px . (1) represents information amount of image in the space domain, and can not represent information amount in the fuzzy domain. Fuzzy entropy defined by Zadeh is
In (2), when parameter of membership function changes, ( ) log ( ) ii P x P x does not change, and if () HA is the biggest, parameter of membership function should be adjusted to make () Ai ux biggest. This parameter is not necessary for fuzzy transformation. In order to overcome shortcomings of above fuzzy entropy, a new fuzzy entropy is defined, it not only considers membership changing factor of image in the fuzzy domain, but also considers changing factor of probability of grey value of the image in the space domain. According to this new definition, the image transformed into fuzzy domain in accordance with the maximum entropy principle can reflect inherent information of image. Suppose A is a fuzzy event, and A is divided into N number of subevents, 12 , , , n A A A . The division method in the fuzzy domain is u , and u has two division forms of uniformity and non uniformity. () Ai ux is membership function and () Px is probability of sub-event in the space domain. The new defined fuzzy entropy is
It can be seen that the new defined fuzzy entropy is related to membership change in the fuzzy domain, and is also related to probability change of gray value in the space domain.
S function is chosen as membership function.
N and u are given, then () 
A. PSO Algorithm Premature Convergence Phenomenon Analysis
Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary computation technology based on swarm intelligence. Generally particle swarm optimization algorithm uses real number coding, and it runs quickly because there are no operations of selection, crossover and mutation. In the process of running, however, if a particle finds an optimal position, other particles will quickly aggregate towards it. If the optimal location is a local optimal point, particle swarm can't search again within the solution space, and algorithm falls into local optimum, the so-called phenomenon of premature convergence. Experiment proves that PSO algorithm has characteristics of premature convergence and global convergence, particles will gather in a particular place, or gather in certain specific location. For evolutionary algorithm, maintaining the population diversity is the precondition that algorithm can converge to the global optimal. Solution of the PSO algorithm is a process of gradual loss of diversity. The particles continuous track to global extreme shows strong convergence in the process of evolution. Although convergence speed of algorithm is fast, it is prone to premature convergence. However, reducing the convergence of particle swarm will affect convergence rate of the algorithm. Evaluation of the particle swarm algorithm for the premature convergence degree is very important.
B. Optimal Segmentation Threshold Determination Based on Improved Chaos Bee Colony
Benefit evaluation and greedy strategy of lead bee and observation bee can be used in PSO algorithm to acquire fast best benefit. When benefit is low, the bees give up food resource to replace the bad solution. This strategy can be used in the particle swarm to make particle jump out of local minima. Artificial Colony algorithm has good optimization performance, when dimension of problem space is low. But for high dimension problems, it is easy to fall into local minimum point, and search accuracy is not high. Artificial bee colony algorithm has some drawbacks such as getting in local minima, searching accuracy is not high and convergence rate is slow. This paper modifies food source location updating formula of artificial bee colony algorithm, and an improved chaos bee colony algorithm is proposed. The search space is equivalent to the bee's environment, and points of the multidimensional space are equal to the food source. The quality of the food source is measured by size of function value corresponding to its representative points. Lead bees investigate the whole search space, and transform searched food source location to observation bee by dancing way. Good food sources attract more observation bees, and observation bees fly to a food source, using chaos search strategy to search a better food source nearby. If a better food source is searched, lead bee that communicates with this observation bee, accepts this food source, otherwise keep the original food source. After a certain number of searches, if lead bee still stays at some food source, it abandons this food source, and is assigned a new food source. The process of proposed chaos bee colony algorithm is as follows.
Step1. The space dimension of the problem is N and the number of bees is n . The number of lead bees is eb n and the number of observation bees is ob n . The food location of the i-th observation bee i eb is 12 ( , , , , , )
[ , ]
LH xx is range of the d-th dimension of problem space.
Step2. Produce candidate position, which replace i p possibly. Under general condition, the following food source location formula is adopted. 12 ( , , , (0,1)
When the effect of (8) is not obvious, (9) Step4. After each guide bee updates its position, each observation bee chooses a food source of lead bee in the way of roulette.
Step5. When chaos optimization algorithm searches a small space, it has especially significant effect. When a observation bee chooses a food source of lead bee through step (4), use chaos search strategy to search the the food source. The chaos search scheme is as follows.
(1) Produce N number of real numbers, which obey uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
0 d cx is substituted into one dimension logistic model, cx cx cx is mapped into searching space.
If some dimension surpasses the boundary of problem after mapping, the value of this dimension is set as boundary value. The other dimensions of 
Step6. K number of candidate food sources are compared with food resource of that lead bee in the step 4 and choose the best food source. Then this food resource is assigned to lead bee in step 4.
Step7. When algorithm runs M generations, if food resource location of some lead bee is not updated, this food source is abandoned and a new food source is assigned randomly according to (8) and (9).
Step8. When algorithm gets to the maximum generation, it stops and the best food resource is obtained.
The number of population is represented by M , Dimension of the particle is represented by N . The particle position is represented by x , i x represents particle position of i at some time, and ij x represents particle position of i in the j-th dimension.
i v represents particle speed of i and ij v represents particle speed of i in the j -th dimension. p is the best particle, and i p is the best particle position of i at present. ij p represents the best particle position of i in the j-th dimension at present. g is the best particle in the population. newV is one dimension array, which is used to store new speed and newX is also one dimension array which is used to store new position in each iteration process. The improved PSO algorithm based on chaos bee colony is as follows.
Step1. Parameter w , 1 c and 2 c are initialized.
Step2. Generate speed and location of each particle i randomly.
1, 2, , iM  , ii px  . Step3. Look for the best particle in the population. Calculate j newV and j newX through (12) and (13) . x . Step6. Replace bad particle without optimal solution by randomly produced particle in the iteration of limit times. Determine whether algorithm meets termination condition. If it meets, w and g are obtained, and algorithm stops. Otherwise it turns to step 2 to go on. This article takes S function as the fuzzy membership function, which is shown in (14) . Variable x is gray value of corresponding pixel in the space domain, a , b and c are parameters of S function, which determine shape of S function. [ , ] ac is fuzzy area. Because in the process of gray image, gray value data is often double data type, speed and particle in the swarm takes real number coding, which is shown in (15) .
ps represents size of swarm and ds represents dimension of parameter. Produce a random matrix, the element of which meets the requirement of code . Then use improved particle swarm optimization algorithm based on chaos bee colony to solve optimal solution of a , b and c , which make fuzzy entropy ( , , , ) H A a b c biggest. Then optimal parameter of S function is determined and b is the optimal threshold segmentation. 
reliability of chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization and particle swarm optimization algorithm. The six functions are shown in TABLEI. Description of function is shown in TABLEII. 50
. Mean value and standard deviation comparison are shown in TABLEIII. When chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 1 is 0 and standard deviation of function 1 is 0. When particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 1 is 4.38e-15 and standard deviation of function 1 is 7.18e-16. When chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 2 is 7.8005e-19 and standard deviation of function 2 is 4.547e-9. When particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 3 is 87.89 and standard deviation of function 3 is 0.7905. When chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 3 is 0 and standard deviation of function 3 is 0. When particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 3 is 4.3783e-6 and standard deviation of function 3 is 1.3824e-5. When chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 4 is positive 3.039e+4 and standard deviation of function 4 is 126. When particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 4 is positive 4.1e+4 and standard deviation of function 4 is 136. When chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 5 is 0 and standard deviation of function 5 is 0. When particle swarm optimization is used, mean value of function 5 is 2.174e-13 and standard deviation of function 5 is 6.164e-13. It can be seen that chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization has better global searching ability. In order to save space, we only test the maximum and minimum value of 1 f , 3 f , 4 f and 6 f . The optimization result comparison is shown in TABLEIV. For function 1, maximum value using chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is 0 and minimum value is also 0. For function 1, maximum value using particle swarm optimization is 6.9532e-2 and minimum value is 4.953e-4. For function 3, maximum value using chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is 1.7558e+3 and minimum value is 7.253e+2. For function 3 maximum value using particle swarm optimization is 5.992 and minimum value is 4.87e-2. For function 4, maximum value using chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is 0 and minimum value is 0. For function 4 maximum value using particle swarm optimization is 1.94e-6 and minimum value is 1.13e-7. For function 6, maximum value using chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is 0 and minimum value is 0. For function 6 maximum value using particle swarm optimization is 1.70e-25 and minimum value is 1.3295e-26.
The proposed algorithm has good performance in aspect of evolution result quality, convergence speed and stability. The optimal threshold segmentation is calculated and original image is transformed into fuzzy domain. In the fuzzy domain, the following fuzzy enhancement operator (16) is used for image enhancement, and the enhanced image is transformed into space domain for threshold segmentation. The segmentation result of variational approach is shown in Fig. 1 , the segmentation result of LOGISMOSlayered optimal graph is shown in Fig. 2 , the segmentation result of maximal similarity based region merging is shown in Fig. 3 proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .Another experiment is done and segmentation result of proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . Binary image obtained by proposed threshold segmentation can better describe character's face, eyes and clothing and other details and the segmentation result is better than the other threshold segmentation methods. Image segmentation is a challenge and difficult task in image processing, and the foundation of image analysis and identifying. In order to determine the best threshold of image segmentation, a new image threshold segmentation algorithm is proposed. A new fuzzy entropy is defined. According to the maximum entropy criterion, the improved particle swarm optimization algorithm based on chaos bee colony is used to determine the optimal parameters of membership function to automatically determine the optimal threshold segmentation. Then the original image is transformed to fuzzy domain for image enhancement, and finally the enhanced image is transformed to space domain for threshold segmentation. The effectiveness of the algorithm is verified by simulation experiment, and the results show that proposed algorithm based on fuzzy logic and chaos bee colony particle swarm optimization is a useful method. 
